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TACHLES 
1. Jewish communities worldwide are increasingly attuned in recent years to 

challenges posed by anti-Semitism that emanates from progressive movements.1 In 
the past decade, the assault in Israel’s legitimacy from the left has attracted the lion’s share of 
attention, and mobilized in response a robust coordinated global effort, led by Jewish 
communities and the State of Israel, to combat delegitimization on every front, from international 
fora to university campuses. 

2. The purpose of this paper is to offer a more accurate description of an increasingly 
prevalent and different strain of progressive anti-Semitism that has not been robustly 
named or defined, and which the abovementioned global coordinated effort does not directly 
address. 

3. The concept of ‘erasive anti-Semitism’2 refers to a de-facto undermining of Jewish 
narrative self-determination. It negates the rights of Jews individually or 
collectively to define their own identify, experience, and vulnerability. It is largely an 

unintended consequence of contemporary progressive discourse. 

4. ‘Erasive anti-Semitism’ stems from a conceptual mismatch: Dominant conceptual 
categories that form bases of progressive worldviews – expressed in, for example, 
prevalent terminology, symbols, values, patterns of behavior, and priorities – can fail to 
capture, or actively distort, the historic and lived Jewish experience. Jews are cast 
uniformly as powerful white oppressors. 

5. Unlike ‘classic’ anti-Semitism, this ‘erasive’ form does not necessarily feed on 
hatred; rather, it is sustained by an acceptance of prevalent framing on the 
progressive left. Its main disseminators are not anti-Semites, despite engaging in acts of 
‘erasive anti-Semitism.’ Contrary to common forms of discrimination, this strain does 
not rely on singling Jews out, ethnically or otherwise, as distinct categories. Rather, 
it indiscriminately lumps them within the dominant majorities it delineates. This effectively 
creates an erasure, diminishing the Jewish voice in defining Jewish identity. 

6. At the same time, there is a marginal fringe that purposefully advances anti-Jewish 
and anti-Israel agendas utilizing its tenets, and continues to amass influence on the 
left. They are able to exploit contemporary progressive paradigms to challenge Jewish inclusion 
on the left and support for Jewish and pro-Israel agendas on the left. 

 

 
1    Context: Trajectory of progressive ascendance on the U.S. left – Broader decentralization, polarization, and 

growth of anti-establishment sentiment have contributed to a steady rise in the influence of progressive 
politics. This growth has been turbo-charged in the Trump era. Effects can be seen in the increasing 
presence and agenda-setting influence of progressive politicians, notable in Congress; and in a growing 
ecosystem of progressive start-up policy, activism, and advocacy groups generating an alternative 
information and knowledge infrastructure. 

  There is also potential for heightened progressive influence on Jewish and pro-Israel agendas – Foreign 
policy is a declining priority agenda item on the left; in parallel, Israel is a declining Jewish grassroots 
priority. Furthermore, an aging Democratic Party is transforming generationally; thus, increasingly 
initiating leadership that brings progressive concepts and priorities to the fore. 

2  Jewish author Ben Freeman coined the concept of ‘erasive anti-Semitism’ to describe the erasure of Jewish 
identity and the erasure of Jews as victims of prejudice. This paper refers to the phenomenon as an 
undermining of Jewish narrative self-determination negating the rights of Jews individually or collectively 
to define their own identity, experience, and vulnerability. 

https://benmfreeman.medium.com/erasive-antisemitism-cc71bf7259bb
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7. Effects can be seen when Jewish identities and agendas are challenged within, and 
excluded from, progressive movements and discourse. Such events often surround 
Jewish identification with, or failure to renounce, Zionism. They are increasingly felt when Jewish 
claims to experienced anti-Semitism are delegitimized or minimized. They are prevalent in 
instances in which the exclusivity of the right of Jews to define their identify, vulnerability, and 
experience is undermined or usurped. They occur on individual and communal levels, and in 
aspersions cast on the mainstream Jewish organizations and institutions. 

8. This form of discrimination, hostility, or prejudice manifests under the radar of 
society-at-large, and Jewish communities are largely unable to generate a cohesive 
and united front against it. Identity politics-based framing has met an American Jewish 
community struggling for internal and external clarity on its identity as it relates to contemporary 
contexts and dominant racial and class constructs. Thus, efforts to understand and contain the 
threat ‘erasive anti-Semitism’ poses to the positioning of pro-Israel and Jewish communities on 
the political left, to the cohesion and the political efficacy of the Jewish community, and thus also 
to Israel’s bi-partisan status, remain piecemeal and lack a coherent conceptual grounding. 

9. Moreover, dividing Jews on the basis of progressive conceptual categories 
undermines Jewish self-perception as a collective and the notion of Jewish 
peoplehood. Doing so generates rancor within Jewish communities, exacerbates tensions 
around the role of race within Jewish communities, and threatens the basis of connection between 
world Jewry and Israel.  

10. The challenge of the Jewish community is to reach a broadly consensual definition 
on what constitutes ‘erasive anti-Semitism.’ This is particularly critical in order to build a 
wide Jewish tent against it. Progressive Jewish communities on the front lines of this issue are 
natural leaders of such an effort.  

INTRO: EMERGING NEW FORM OF 

ANTI-SEMITISM  
1. ‘Traditional’ or ‘classic’ anti-Semitism, characterized by overt and often violent hostility towards Jews, 

materializes today predominantly on the political right wing and in radical Islam. Common classic anti-
Semitic tropes revolve around such themes as blood libel, Holocaust denial, and claims of inherent Jewish 
greed. 

2. In recent years, Jewish and pro-Israel communities have had to significantly adapt to focus in parallel 
on anti-Semitism emanating from the left, and specifically on its manifestations in campaigns to 
delegitimize Israel.3  

3. Unlike many forms of anti-Semitism that emerge on the extreme political right or radical Islam, acts of 
hostility, discrimination, or prejudice against Jews from the progressive left are not generally blatant 
or violent; instead, often subtle and unwitting. Indeed, ‘classic’ anti-Semitism is more easily 
acknowledged and condemned within mainstream political and social discourse.  

 

 
3  The focus of this phenomenon is on the negation of Israel's right to exist or of the right of the Jewish people to self-

determination based on philosophical or political arguments. Delegitimization is promoted by a relatively small 
number of anti-Zionist organizations who have managed to generate a “long tail” of progressive support. By 
hiding their anti-Zionist ideological agenda through the use of human rights language to negatively brand 
Israel, radical left organizations have managed to garner support from progressive circles and occasionally 
harness them unwittingly to “acts of delegitimization,” with the notable example of the boycott campaign.  
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4. Thus, though they pose a complex challenge to the Jewish community, Jewish community relations 
organizations and professionals are attuned to the dynamic and structure of delegitimization 
campaigns and tirelessly work to drive a wedge between those who undermine Israel’s right to exist, and 
critics of Israeli policy.  

11. Indeed, coordinated global efforts to combat delegitimization on every front have resulted in several 
meaningful successes. Campaigns to promote the adoption of the International Holocaust 
Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) Working Definition of Anti-Semitism are notable in this context 
because this definition explicates forms of anti-Zionist anti-Semitism from the left.4 

5. The extremity and turbulence of the political and social climate over the past few years is accelerating 
the evolution of a strain of anti-Semitism directly tied to key progressive concepts that are becoming 
increasingly dominant in discourse on the left.5 Unlike delegitimization campaigns – in which the 
dominant explicit target is Israel – in the context of this new form of ‘erasive anti-Semitism,’ Jewish 
communities and their positioning on the left and in larger society are also directly impacted. 

‘Erasive Anti-Semitism’ 
6. ‘Erasive anti-Semitism,’ negates the right of Jews individually or collectively to 

define their own identity, experience, and vulnerability in relation to changing 
social contexts. Progressive ideological paradigms and conceptual frameworks lend themselves 
to effectively silencing Jewish voices on self-defining, on claiming vulnerability, and in pursuing 
Jewish agendas. At friction points, Jewish communities’ self-perception, assessment, or agendas 
may be devalued or delegitimized.  

7. ‘Erasive anti-Semitism’ fundamentally threatens the positioning of Jewish and pro-
Israel communities on the U.S. left, and thus the delicate equilibrium of bi-partisan 
political support for Jewish and pro-Israel agendas. The urgency of clearly characterizing 
and contending with the kinds of anti-Semitism that emanates from progressive movements bears 
emphasis because the threat is overshadowed in a climate of far more direct and discernable 
hatred towards Jews, and because its identification is far more evasive.  

8. ‘Erasive anti-Semitism’ is characterized by:  

• Denying Jews and Jewish communities the right to self-define and to represent 
their own narrative and instead externally imposing definitions, such as characterizing 
Jews ethnically as white European, and as one-dimensionally ‘privileged.’ The unique historic 
persecution and continuous vulnerability of the Jewish People are erased of significance.  

• Blaming Jews for the current discriminatory social power structure that the 
progressive movement is fighting against – More or less extreme allusions to Jewish 
power feed a conception of Jews as disproportionately responsible for oppressive power 
structures.  

• Thus, neutralizing Jewish voices on Jewish and pro-Israel agendas – The narrative 
confiscation can challenge the legitimacy of Jewish advocacy for individual or collective 

 

 
4  The IHRA definition includes discrimination: Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, 

e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist endeavor; applying double standards by 
requiring of it a behavior not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation; drawing comparisons 
of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis; and holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of 
the state of Israel. 

5  In discussing Jewish and pro-Israel positioning within progressive politics, this paper primarily highlights 
the influence of identity politics in today’s progressive movements. Identity politics builds on and 
encompasses a number of conceptual progressive underpinning, including postmodernism, 
postcolonialism, neo-Marxism, and critical race theory. It prioritizes validation groups upon whom society 
has conferred, on the basis of their immutable characteristics, systemic disadvantage.  

https://www.state.gov/defining-anti-semitism/
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Jewish security and against discrimination. Within progressive frameworks, Jewish 
organizations and individuals, implicitly or explicitly, can be expected, by acknowledging their 
privilege and power status, to renounce claims of prejudice, discrimination, or insecurity 
experienced individually or collectively. Tensions have long surfaced surrounding Jewish roles 
in defending Israel from campaigns attacking the fundamental legitimacy of the Jewish state, 
and are more recently increasingly reflected in challenges Jews face in voicing their experience 
of anti-Semitism on the left. 

9. Due largely to the pervasiveness of the conceptual infrastructure it rests on, ‘erasive anti-
Semitism’ remains comfortably under the radar of threat assessments, and has 
failed to generate a cohesive and united front of Jewish and pro-Israel communities 
that stand against it.  

10. This ambiguity persists despite growing indications that contending with the positioning of 
Jewish and pro-Israel agendas within dominant contemporary progressive 
discourse is a defining battle. The threat is conceptual, fundamental, and systemic; relevant 
responses must be as well. A first step is understanding why and how central concepts in a broader 
progressive conceptual infrastructure, when applied uniformly to Jewish contexts, can lend 
themselves in practice to anti-Semitic hostility, discrimination, or prejudice. 

11. In this context, this paper aspires to contribute to broader Jewish and pro-Israel 
communal efforts to characterize and map the ‘erasive anti-Semitism’ threat, and to 
offer initial strategic guidelines for response. 

THE CORE CONCEPTUAL MISMATCH 
12. The relative ease with which ‘erasive anti-Semitism’ can enter the mainstream 

stems from a compounding dynamic between two of its effects. Progressive ‘conceptual 
categories’ lend themselves to framing Jews as an oppressive power, which those advancing this 
form of hostility, bias, or discrimination can exploit. At the same time, Jews are obstructed from 
entering the conversation to challenge that frame’s dominance; the nature of the frame itself, 
designating Jewish power, confers an invalidation of Jewish claims on framing the 
Jewish narrative, on self-defining, within and beyond these constructs, generating a 
silent opposition. 

13. Contemporary progressive discourse often employs binary sets of such ‘conceptual 
categories,’ which guide how societal groups, including Jews, are viewed. Dominant 
categorizations in this context center on class-based and skin color-based 
designations, as well as a categorical division between defenders of the status quo 
versus promoters of a radical upending thereof.  

14. Navigating these dominant conceptual categories, Jews lose out – boxed in based on 
skin color and socio-economic privilege, there is little room to accommodate that the nature of 
collective Jewish vulnerability is unique and tracks differently from other dominant experiences 
of oppression.6 Thus, the often-one-dimensional story of American Jews within progressive 
paradigms is one of power and privilege.  

15. Moreover, progressive conceptual categories, when applied to the Jewish national 
collective, amplify the framing of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict as one dominated 

 

 
6  A ‘Jewish exceptionalism’ refers to the paradox generated by the story of the exceptional rises and 

exceptional falls of a people at once uniquely marked by historic hatred and persecution directed towards 
them, and still continuously rising to positions of societal advantage and impact. 
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by a racially privileged white oppressor. They are used to invalidate Jewish voices and 
specifically in the frequent expectation that Jews renounce support for Israel or Zionism as a basis 
for progressive allyship and inclusion.  

16. Dominant conceptual categories in this context include: 

▪ Class based: Oppressor vs. oppressed – Class-based societal categories are dominantly 
framed in language that pits ‘oppressed’ against ‘oppressor.’ Jews tend to fall squarely 
within the oppressor category as complicit with the status quo, and identifiable by 
contemporary degree of economic and social advantage. The notion of Jews as uniquely 
an oppressor reverberates historically, as does that of the illegitimacy of Jewish influence on 
institutions. Conspiracy theory-based anti-Semitism, in both left- and right-wing forms, 
advances a perceived illegitimate seizure of privilege by Jews, presented as all-powerful 
controllers of dominant institutions. 

The categorization of Jews as an oppressor extends to demonization of Israel as an 
inherently oppressive system and thus fundamentally flawed. It delegitimizes substantive 
engagement, even with the mainstream Israeli left; and strengthens Israeli camps that claim 
that no potential change within the current Israeli system is relevant to Israel's legitimacy.7 

▪ Skin color-based: White vs. People of Color – Skin color-based societal categories that 
divide between white people and People of Color are a pillar of identity politics, in which skin 
color, based on its immutability, is a more salient component of identity than any given policy 
preference and represents a key criterion for inclusion in identity political spheres.  

Skin color-based conceptual categorizations give rise to the concept of societal 
‘privilege,’ which foremost describes unearned advantages gained by virtue of being white. 

Acknowledging privilege often means renouncing an assumed right to define or take 
ownership of a conversation. Frequently, designation as privileged delegitimizes grievances 
and justifies exclusion from social change agendas.  

By virtue of Jews being perceived as white people of European descent, Jews are 
conceptually categorized as white privileged, 8 equating advantages that Jews have gained 
when ‘accepted’ as white, with natural membership and lived experience. Indeed, the 
designation of Jewish identity as white fails to account for pervasive anti-Semitism and 
Jewish exclusion from dominant social systems, including its contemporary manifestations, 
and historic genocidal oppression of the Jewish people, which have frequently been rooted in 
the perception of Jews as non-white. 

Skin-color dominated categorization has sometimes meant Jewish exclusion from 
powerful intersectional modes of social justice organizing, rising on the progressive left.9 

 

 
7  Notably in 2020, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s decisions around withdrawing from an Americans for 

Peace Now event honoring the legacy of Israeli Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin represented a willingness to 
take a clear position at odds with the American Jewish consensus and with the Israeli left. AOC was broadly 
criticized from the mainstream Jewish left for abandoning an organization that is on the ground, seeking 
peace, and, in imposing the purity demands of the left on those most struggling with the conflict, shunning 
solidarity with the Israeli left working for peace (see strong examples here, here, and here).  

8  See a recent anecdote from the University of Pennsylvania, where “students in a mandatory class on racism 
were given a ‘privilege quiz’ by the professor. Next to each identity, the quiz listed a positive or negative 
value. The higher the value of the identity, the more the students needed to “check their privilege” according 
to the professor. Under the religion category, Judaism was ranked as the most privileged of all, with 25 
points assigned.” See also controversial language from  California’s Ethnic Studies Model Curriculum 
(ESMC)  discussing Jewish “conditional whiteness and privilege.”  

9  The Ferguson Riots (2014) shaped the anti-racist struggle within the framework of intersectionality. Jews 
and Jewish groups found themselves excluded and denied the legitimacy to identify as a collective with 

https://forward.com/opinion/455405/aoc-abandoned-peace-to-satisfy-the-purity-demands-of-the-left/?utm_source=PostUp&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Afternoon%20Newsletter%20(Sunday%20RSS)&utm_maildate=09/29/2020&fbclid=IwAR2LUlowSnOmoBxr2SZyt0tRXrW6B98-aQe5owsVEdVfqXLhQlGiyCsE8yo
https://israelpolicyforum.cmail20.com/t/ViewEmail/i/8F054CE7CAF642CC2540EF23F30FEDED/89367C78F15B78C005AF428974F65BCD
https://www.facebook.com/zionessmovement/posts/736523746927922
https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/hate-cant-be-contained?fbclid=IwAR2MJ5aW7uPu6jnqvzT4xQPHjv1Qs05B5qYsrIXkMyuMRUPVtS3TXQcb9LA
https://www.timesofisrael.com/the-controversy-over-californias-ethnic-studies-curriculum/
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It has also supported framings of Israel as an ethno-national supremacist project, pitting 
its defenders against coalitions for racial justice.10  

▪ Theory-of-change based: Radical, rejection based vs. incremental reform – Dominant 
strains within progressive movements favor the radical over the incremental as an approach 
to social change, sometimes to the extent that incremental approaches are framed as 
ideologically adversarial. Radical approaches are based in an assumption that the status quo 
is inherently flawed and corrupt. Thus, they reject institutional influence; being free of its 
conceptual bonds is being 'woke.' An all-or-nothing sensibility underlies the proliferation of 
‘cancellation’ events, which enforce rigid discourse boundaries.  

To the extent that Jews are associated with institutional power and influence, Jews can 
be framed as obstacles to social justice by social change movements that aim at elimination 
of institutions in their current forms. Thus, Jewish power-centered conspiracy theories, and 
their echoes that spread on both sides of the ideological maps and state or imply Jewish control 
of key societal institutions, contribute to susceptibility to demonizing Jewish influence and 
mistrusting Jewish allyship. 

There is an inherent tension between radical approaches and the reality of a Jewish stake 
in the status quo and current power structures - While Jews have faced a long road of 
discriminatory political, social, economic, and academic exclusion, the Jewish trajectory 
towards inclusion in the U.S. is a product of reform within these structures. Jews have steadily 
grown in contributory participation across key institutions of American society.  

Narrative confiscation and rejection of self-defining 
agency 
17. Key effect: Delegitimizing Jewish and pro-Israel agendas. The framing of Jews as a white 

oppressor and as a perpetrator of an unjust status quo by current dominant progressive 

 

 
other oppressed groups. See Reut’s policy paper on the anti-racist struggle in relation to pro-Israel 
communities here. 

10  E.g., see examples here and:  

▪ A dominant theme in progressive framing of controversy around Israel’s responsibility for Palestinian 
vaccinations (see most recently around an SNL skit implying an Israeli ‘Jewish only’ vaccination policy, 
reinforcing framings of Israel as an ethno-nationalist power, on the basis of demonstrably false assertions). 
Rashida Tlaib called it proof that Israel is a ‘racist, apartheid state,’ which Jamaal Bowman echoed when, 
referring to Israel’s announcement of its provision of 5,000 doses of the COVID-19 vaccine, he drew a parallel 
“as a Black man living in American, I know the feeling of being neglected by my government and society...” 
(Bowman had removed a previous tweet criticizing Israel’s vaccine policy.)  (See in Reut’s Trend Detector here.) 

▪ History professor and Jewish Voice for Peace panelist Barbara Ransby addressing Ali Abunimah: 
"You argue that defending Israel’s right to exist is to acknowledge the racism toward the Palestinians, 
which is, you know, incorporated into Israeli policy so intricately. So it’s an anti-racist issue, it’s an 
anti-colonial issue."  

▪ Instances of anti-Israel groups hijacking broader progressive agendas within intersectional 
mobilizations for Black anti-racist struggles: for example, this National Students for Justice in 
Palestine statement ‘Palestinian Day of Rage’ rally included some participants marching under Black 
Lives Matters slogans, enabling interested parties from opposite directions to frame the event as an 
example of Black Lives Matter in support of the Palestinian cause. 

▪ Campaigns such as Deadly Exchange, which frame Israel as supporting and enabling white 
oppression in the U.S, make the direct link between race dynamics in each. Recently, the Tufts 
University student body passed a referendum that connects Israel to police violence carried out by 
the campus police department, and calls for the university to apologize for having its former police 
chief participate in a security training program in Israel.  

https://20a1ea9b-cbf6-4da3-88fd-ab21d8ba06cc.filesusr.com/ugd/7c17af_722aa38f176a4502bf3d2aa1f61a33aa.pdf
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/zionism-equating-white-supremacy-in-the-age-of-trump/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/04/world/middleeast/israel-palestinians-vaccine.html?fbclid=IwAR3DMUx5eUUiB3e2ol2mupkPtWBQP7HTMlJ0bX-cTyf8AvdZ5CdsagqC8sY
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Factnow.ajc.org%3A443%2Fvsnl3xs%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3iBMlBVTf4qlfipk4aCiim0gF3XgM0LT-ow9j6dkHegv0yN-mI06qd8IQ&h=AT24naF4klH-6FmgecubYG3gO3SUW2dN0y68IxQdixLBQbOCWYVBEWX-4JQv9o4eFRkslhuGGwvd7tzyXqsOBWS0CKif5ZYBuwrIZXAzjMwy2jGyd_Nn6LHv23HP2Pv9si_JcjnX5hL8iZYlvA
https://www.timesofisrael.com/more-and-more-us-democrats-call-out-israel-for-not-vaccinating-palestinians/?fbclid=IwAR0zVeQ1zByaNYiYviiYlST2rP5CNpr6mq0Z-Harrc_-SIaQus69c9Vt7P0
https://jewishjournal.com/news/332459/rep-bowman-criticized-for-saying-israel-is-excluding-palestinians-from-vaccinations/?fbclid=IwAR38iuLKyuCy-PRKpfF8bm7DBeohpWh0H13T2Ejp-AWQ7-k4_JLsvxDy6RY
https://www.jta.org/quick-reads/jamaal-bowman-removes-tweet-criticizing-israels-vaccine-policy
https://www.reutgroup.org/Publications/Biden's-First-Month?fbclid=IwAR3CrGSrA5-xnXScm4ry-aUseJxRXOfXZWSD57oMWG1EIgwNDAlaAr1HgpE
https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/antisemitism/why-does-a-dismantling-antisemitism-panel-have-anti-israel-commentators-649873
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpyPKzeMdSA&feature=youtu.be&t=2783
https://www.axios.com/black-latino-disability-lgbtq-2020-civil-rights-d110073c-7ce0-4e90-87f1-dd9c0006bb23.html?fbclid=IwAR1NT_-PNlk2NcVfcM0c9DLstq3F4bZdIp03oo2t_k3g_qvFAfgCOalridI
https://www.nationalsjp.org/nsjp-statement-on-annexation.html
https://www.jta.org/quick-reads/black-lives-matter-demonstrators-in-dc-chant-israel-we-know-you-you-murder-children-too
https://deadlyexchange.org/
https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/antisemitism/tufts-u-passes-referendum-reviviscent-of-antisemitic-blood-libel-652778?mc_cid=f3b39e4c60&mc_eid=37177fd383&fbclid=IwAR2CDoDytXX8jk91RJSduPMY0zhj0rswv7jLqsp3ScpcAyVMuDWG4i38KxM
https://jewishjournal.com/news/326388/tufts-student-body-condemns-israel-security-program/?fbclid=IwAR3BaySPuDvOu6yNSeqEFJH4ob1Vec-74yofRvBiI35ijnZApT2u7rtyMBU
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conceptual categories is used in silencing and delegitimizing tactics. These diminish Jewish 
agency on Jewish and pro-Israel issues. It is used to disenfranchise Jews from representing their 
own narrative and deny Jews a right to self-define11 that is a core demand afforded societal groups 
with narratives and histories marginalized within the status quo.  

18. Byproducts that influence Jewish positioning within progressive movements include 
prominently: 

▪ Exclusion from intersectional coalitions and social justice agendas – Jewish 
individuals and organizations seeking to ally while maintaining their self-defined Jewish 
identities implicitly and explicitly rejected from campaigns and conversations on social 
justice issues.12 

▪ ‘Stifling speech’ charges – Accusations, insinuations, and implications of Jewish power 
deployed to silence truth on its agendas, notably by buying influence or by ‘weaponizing’ 
anti-Semitism.13 Aligned campaigns to discredit Jewish influence also contribute to a 
'chilling effect' of self-censoring Jewish-related perspectives and grievances. 

▪ Expectation to renounce claims of discrimination – Participation in progressive 
movements often requires of Jews and Jewish communal organizations to acknowledge 
their privilege and power status and to withhold any claims of prejudice, discrimination, or 
insecurity experienced individually or collectively, as communities and in the context of the 
Jewish state. This becomes a background for denying the Jewish right to self-determination, 
and holding all Jews responsible for the ‘original sin’ of Zionism. 

 

 

 
11  E.g. as recently exemplified in: controversies sparked by a Jewish Voices for Peace panel convened on anti-

Semitism featuring non-Jews and Peter Beinart, a New York Times piece on rejecting Hanukkah that was 
written by someone who does not identify as Jewish, and a battle to represent Judaism as a multitude of 
ethnicities and nationalities in  fighting California’s ethnic studies bill on the basis that the proposed 
curriculum did not include Middle Eastern Jews in its lesson options. 

Outside arbiters are often legitimized in defining the categories Jews belong in: notable in this context, 
Kwame Anthony Appiah’s New York Times column evaluating whether a Jew is ethically compelled to 
identify as white, and concluding that “it is not up to us as individuals to determine the meaning of our 
racial terms.” He provides the context of contemporary Jewish life in the U.S. to underscore the point that, 
“being white is not just a matter of identifying as white; it involves being treated as white.” Also, this 
assessment of Jews’ lived experiences in an article on ‘How Irish, Jewish, and Italian New Yorkers 
Benefitted from Their Whiteness in Post-World War 2’ labels Jews as white privileged on the basis that they 
benefitted while post-war boom color lines were drawn, and “were often the ones drawing the lines.” 

12  In a recent example, the suggestion of an Illinois Student Government senator that a Jewish student could 
be allowed on the committee but could not be affiliated with a Jewish organization like Chabad or Hillel. A 
faculty member was present and said nothing. For background on intersectionality in the context of Jewish 
and pro-Israel positioning, see Reut’s policy paper here. 

13  For example: the December 2020 Jewish Voice for Peace panel on anti-Semitism to "explore how to fight 
back against antisemitism and against those that seek to wield charges of antisemitism to undermine 
progressive movements for justice”; the ‘Drop the ADL’ campaign waged on also on grounds that the ADL 
is attacking social justice movements; and Public Affairs Council Salam Al-Maryati’s accusation that “the 
ADL, along with other p ro-Israel groups, has weaponized ant-Semitism to marginalize those who criticize 
Israel…” 

https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/antisemitism/why-does-a-dismantling-antisemitism-panel-have-anti-israel-commentators-649873?fbclid=IwAR1D-4uui5OPRY0dogK6mAw6dWGn8dXUNbbtzptTXnoAj6B7lAMLSDXlv1g
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/04/parenting/hanukkah-family.html?fbclid=IwAR3AyLRP6L3lgsbtr9Ae7TvNu58_gO94tklB1QQBQ4pnupLOrXtuAHar340
https://jewishinsider.com/2020/09/jewish-groups-urge-california-governor-to-step-in-amid-ethnic-studies-controversy/?utm_source=Jewish+Insider+Contacts&utm_campaign=7e2405d966-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_06_24_06_53_COPY_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_008e75e2f9-7e2405d966-92931258
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/13/magazine/im-jewish-and-dont-identify-as-white-why-must-i-check-that-box.html
https://www.laprogressive.com/no-innocence-here/
https://www.wiesenthal.com/assets/pdf/top-ten-worst-global.pdf
https://20a1ea9b-cbf6-4da3-88fd-ab21d8ba06cc.filesusr.com/ugd/001a60_f2414f5a7d404b69932f20a2319da618.pdf
https://www.jpost.com/diaspora/antisemitism/why-does-a-dismantling-antisemitism-panel-have-anti-israel-commentators-649873?fbclid=IwAR1D-4uui5OPRY0dogK6mAw6dWGn8dXUNbbtzptTXnoAj6B7lAMLSDXlv1g
https://www.jta.org/2020/08/18/united-states/liberal-jewish-groups-defend-adl-after-renewed-attack-from-progressive-coalition
https://forward.com/opinion/460055/the-adl-cannot-have-it-both-ways-with-muslims/?utm_source=PostUp&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%20USE%20THIS%20ONE&utm_maildate=12/15/2020
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SUGGESTED APPROACH  
19. The goal: To assert boundaries that delegitimize expressions of ‘erasive anti-

Semitism,’ securing the legitimacy of Jewish voices as a group empowered to define 
its own experience, including its collective and individual vulnerability.  

Seizing today’s opportunities  

20. A growing recognition of the issue is ushering in vigorous debates about how and 
whether Jews fit into dominant progressive conceptual categories in Jewish 
communities. A necessary Jewish dialogue is centering on topics of whether the Jewish story is 
safely represented as white and privileged,14 considering concepts of ethnicity, indigeneity,15 and 
the nature of Jewish vulnerability.16 The conversations occur within the Jewish left and the Jewish 
progressive left. They are often exposing tensions within Jewish communities with Jews of Color. 
Still, they represent a basis for beginning to cultivate a discourse on this issue, and in doing so 
confronting fundamentals of contemporary progressive conceptual frameworks.  

21. Confronting contemporary progressive conceptual frameworks is an opportunity to 
fundamentally re-shape Jewish positioning in progressive thought and contribute to a 
more inclusive progressive movement. In parallel, the left is more broadly undergoing a period of 
fundamental questioning, with ideological positioning within in flux, heightening in the context 
of a new administration and fluctuating power dynamics between progressive and moderate 
wings. This provides an opening for thoughtful Jewish leadership to proactively impact 
upon the rules of the game.  

 

 
14  Jewish viewpoints reflect a broad range of perspectives, for example: one characterizes the notion of 

contemporary Jewish vulnerability as illogical given that “the lived experience of most Jews in America 
today is not one of being discriminated against, of being attacked by police.” Another explores the 
inadequacy of the reigning categories in capturing ‘Jewish particularism’: “We don't fit into 'oppressor' or 
'oppressed' categories. We are both privileged and marginalized, protected by those in power and yet 
targeted by the same racist lunatics as those who target people of color.” Active discussions thrive in this 
area in growing number of memes and discussions on social media and in Jewish Facebook communities.  

15  Such debates have broken into the mainstream is several instances, for example positing Jewish Middle 
Eastern roots as the rationale for why Jews should not be lumped into the “white” category (for example 
here), and following Gal Gadot’s announcement that she would be playing Cleopatra in an upcoming movie 
(for example, here and here – “Gal Gadot is not a white woman. Nor are Ashkenazi Jews writ large. Gadot 
is Levantine-Middle Eastern, ethnically as well as nationally, as are all Ashkenazi Jews”).  

  Within Jewish communities, additional questions are arising regarding whether Jews of recent MENA 
heritage and Jews of Color justify inclusion into minority status (an approach exemplified in the influential 
role that JIMENA, representing California’s Mizrahi, or Middle Eastern Jewish communities, played in 
achieving ESMC reform, and described elsewhere critically in recent weeks here and  here) to the exclusion 
of Ashkenazi Jews. (See more in Reut’s Trend Monitor #10 here.) 

16  These come to the fore in particular in questioning whether the nature of Jewish vulnerability and the 
extreme paradoxes within constitute a Jewish exceptionality, such as around comparing other experiences 
of oppression and persecution to the Holocaust. The theoretical question has strategic implications: Evident 
strongly among young American Jews, in this case born after 1980, an aversion to the notion that “there is 
a distinction between Jews and anybody else” underlies, for example the fact that only 54 percent feel 
“comfortable with the idea of a Jewish state.” 

https://jewishstandard.timesofisrael.com/talkin-about-her-generation/
https://www.tabletmag.com/sections/news/articles/stop-being-shocked
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/jews-identity-matters-de-colonize-re-indigenize-dont-call-yourself-or-wonder-woman-white/
https://www.newsweek.com/are-jews-indigenous-people-heres-what-native-american-jew-thinks-opinion-1539233?fbclid=IwAR1YPR_OtvlaiBY7gfDl5zO-LmksYjPX74JvhSQpbbChIuiOMLKgwRs16Qk
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2020/oct/14/gal-gadot-cleopatra-backwards-step-for-hollywood-representation
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/gal-gadot-is-middle-eastern-shes-not-whitewashing-anything/?fbclid=IwAR00rKoBKweRiLmFRIOsdfRud64CEl_pPVFtMC4oNAXeqJFMln87-zldB9w
https://www.jta.org/2021/02/05/united-states/the-controversy-over-californias-ethnic-studies-curriculum-explained
https://forward.com/opinion/463703/zionism-rudy-rochman-israel-indigenous-peoples/
https://jewishcurrents.org/authors-of-california-ethnic-studies-curriculum-decry-cuts-to-arab-studies/
https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/why-californias-third-ethnic-studies-draft-is-offensive-and-racist/
https://20a1ea9b-cbf6-4da3-88fd-ab21d8ba06cc.filesusr.com/ugd/7c17af_cfbe44e201d8445481212df20b05bf86.pdf
https://jewishcurrents.org/selective-memory/
file:///C:/Users/Daphna/Desktop/daphna/Post%20IIID/reut/2020/US/julis%20language/version%202/%09https:/forward.com/opinion/460310/debate-should-the-biden-administration-adopt-the-ihra-definition-of/%3ffbclid=IwAR2cuQWj6NkLG4Y9YUm0StryHxfZyLcNYNNNtnwmkb-7-Odow3IIVKhuHsM
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22. A new administration ushering in a new political dynamic is also an opportunity to 
confront strains of progressive-anti-Semitism decisively with the left.17 If strains of 
progressive anti-Semitism are rejected within the Democratic Party and by its leadership, the 
credibility of the rejection gains validity and robustness.18 

A battle of ideas: Expanding understanding of anti-
Semitism to include ‘erasive anti-Semitism’  
23. Despite a growing recognition of its destructive effects, the core challenge discussed 

in this document lacks a broadly recognized name and definition. 

24. While the Jewish community is able to more clearly define ‘classic anti-Semitism’ 
and anti-Zionism – see, in this regard, the most widely adopted definition of anti-Semitism, 
the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA), which breaks ground in describing 
anti-Jewish perceptions and their manifestations in right- and left-wing contexts – ‘erasive anti-
Semitism’ remains largely lacking and intellectual and thoughtful response. 

25. Traction the IHRA has gained reflects its centrality as an institutional and discourse focus.19 
Alongside this focus, and in the context of the IHRA, it is critical to articulate the ‘erasive 
anti-Semitism’ phenomenon.  

26. Hence, efforts to directly address ‘erasive anti-Semitism’ should initially aim to 
accurately define the challenge: to reach and apply a broadly shared understanding of what 
it looks like; and to push up-front-and-center the agenda of Jews having the right, like other 
societal groups, to define their own experience.  

27. The battle of definitions takes on political dimensions. Anti-Semitic anti-Zionist 
movements are working to define fundamental questions in mainstream 
discourse,20 such as regarding what constitutes legitimate criticism of Israel and what is anti-
Semitism; whether Jews' status is on par with white privileged groups; and whether Jews have a 
right to define their own experience. Conservatives are also laying claim to turf in the 
definition battle, and are often eager to broaden definitions of anti-Zionism, anti-Semitism, 
and their intersection well into realms of legitimate criticism; and to partake in highly damaging 
efforts to ideologize and politicize the issue.  

 

 
17  See in Reut’s Trend Detector here on the Biden administration’s announcement of its embrace of the IHRA 

definition in this context. For background, in the U.S. the 2019 Executive Order on Combating Anti-
Semitism made the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of anti-Semitism 
part of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination based on race, color, or national origin 
in federally funded programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance.  

18  In this sense, the British experience is informative, with turbulence in the British Labour Party emanating 
from an inter-party eruption of tension surrounding also how anti-Semitism is defined and who gets to 
define it. It was in this case precipitated by Labour Party’s handling of anti-Semitism and resulted  in Jeremy 
Corbyn’s dismissal (and re-instatement). In more than a decade of tracking movements that promote 
Israel’s delegitimization, Reut has consistently found developments and key milestones in which the U.S. 
tracks the UK by approximately five years.  

19  For example: The IHRA definition of antisemitism  highlighted as the second JFNA policy recommendation 
issued to the new administration; and engaged on with broader audiences, such as here. Recently, a State 
Department official has said the Biden administration embraces the IHRA definition as an “invaluable tool.” 

20  Definitions will also be crucial for the way social media platforms navigate these issues. For example, the 
ADL’s Online Hate Index, a platform designed for better understanding and tracking hate speech on the 
internet, predetermines types of speech that falls into categories of more and less explicit anti-Semitism.  

https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-antisemitism
https://20a1ea9b-cbf6-4da3-88fd-ab21d8ba06cc.filesusr.com/ugd/7c17af_cfbe44e201d8445481212df20b05bf86.pdf
https://www.timesofisrael.com/biden-admin-embraces-ihra-anti-semitism-definition-shunned-by-progressives/?fbclid=IwAR0HSB-fAJXMJposiv_ZBM2QBaQ_rW_EcaZkGOXWy8cXMejGO3DJrL9swnQ
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-combating-anti-semitism/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/29/world/europe/jeremy-corbyn-labour-anti-semitism.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/17/world/europe/labour-reinstates-jeremy-corbyn.html
https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-42/2/Biden-Harris%2520Transition%2520Memo%2520from%2520JFNA.pdf?utm_source=Jewish+Insider+Contacts&utm_campaign=ce1ce069a1-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_11_12_01_05_COPY_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_008e75e2f9-ce1ce069a1-92931258
https://chicago.suntimes.com/2020/11/24/21665586/anti-semitism-zionism-university-of-illinois-aviv-ezra?fbclid=IwAR0s5iHjCqOuDJNNld3zYHhpZzzxdVztzLzjYi6LvXoU61Qg4TZk8jvI0UQ
https://www.jta.org/quick-reads/biden-official-says-administration-accepts-international-holocaust-groups-definition-of-anti-semitism
https://www.adl.org/resources/reports/the-online-hate-index
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Consensus-building imperative 

28. Internally: A broadly consensual definition could play a key role in coalescing a 
broad ideological spectrum of Jewish leaders, organizations, and activists to present 
a unified front in protecting Jews' right to define their own experience; affirming the necessity, as 
is true of other societal groups, that Jewish voices are the empowered agents in doing so.  

29. Externally: Defining and achieving consensus around definitions is critical for 
efforts to identify, learn and engage constructively, credibly call out prejudice and 
discrimination, and discredit attempts to smear individuals and organizations that are calling 
out anti-Semitism.   

Central role of decentralized progressive Jewish 
engagement 

30. Progressive Jews are in effect, the main advocates on the front-line of influencing 
on the issue of progressive anti-Semitism. Today, these Jews face a battle against rising 
influences for the soul of the progressive left that can affect their continued inclusion therein. A 
growing number of such progressive Jews are also finding new and innovative ways to 
participate and to organize. This engagement spike is shaping the map of Jewish organizing.  

31. Harnessing a wide-reaching progressive Jewish front will require adapting to a 
decentralized grassroots structure for engagement, which confers greater weight upon 
personal, direct, and authentic communication. In this context, burgeoning progressive Jewish 
movements, Facebook communities, and initiatives – that are often highly localized or niche-
oriented – many of which are also Zionist and all of which are organically connected within 
progressive networks, constitute the new ‘front lines’ of advocacy against anti-Semitism on the 
progressive left. They best represent the opportunity to engage a broader base of emerging actors 
to rapidly accelerate the quantity of engagement on this issue, and to pilot 'micro-engagement' 
modes. 

32. Thus, the imperative is to revitalize the community relations field and the role of  its key 
institutions and networks – In times of social unrest, the community relations field – which 
operates as an independent arm of Jewish communal organizations –  is the strongest asset in the 
Jewish establishment for engaging with other communities and mobilizing the Jewish community 
around a cause (for recent background, see Reut’s paper on the community relations field).  

 

THE END. 

 

  

https://www.reutgroup.org/Publications/The-New-Frontiers-of-Community-Relations
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ANNEX: Key background conceptual 

tensions 
1. Key concepts that have precluded full Jewish inclusion in progressive movements 

are subject to pressure within the left. 

2. The dominance of skin color-based constructs has been more openly questioned 
following November 2020’s election results – and significantly Biden’s relatively poor 
performance among Latino voters, a small spike in support for Trump among Black voters, and 
disappointing results for Democrats in down-ballot races.21 Significantly, the diminishment 

 

 
21  See examples on post-election repudiations of skin color-based societal categorizations on the grounds that 

it: 

▪ Failed to reflect voter behavior given that: Trump improved his vote share over 2016 with both Latino 
and Black voters, while losing most of the advantage he previously had with college-educated white 
males. More broadly, the relevance of viewing the Latino vote as monolithic is called into question 
given the sharply varying politics and ethnicities of people from nearly two dozen countries on two 
continents; of viewing the Asian vote as monolithic on the same grounds; and of assuming consistent 
and homogeneous behavior among Black voters. 

▪ Reduces complexities to certitudes, reflecting a failure to understand human beings – Democratic 
Rep. Henry Cuellar: “Trump did a much better job at understanding Hispanics. Sometimes, 
Democrats see Hispanics as monolithic”; Democratic Rep. Ruben Gallego urging regarding Hispanics 
that, “It’s just important that white liberals don’t impose their thoughts and policies on us.” 

▪ Represents a disconnect from the perspectives of minorities it aims to speak for: “a gulf between how 
the ‘woke’ left processes racism and how many people in the real world do,” whereby progressive 
influencers assumes that racism is a wedge issue and fighting it is a key motivator, whereas “Black or 
Latino Trump voters may know quite well that racism exists… yet not prioritize it to the degree that 
the woke consensus assumes any sensible person would.” See, for example, an outcome of a 
proposition on education that “captured the gap between the vision laid out by the liberal 
establishment in California… and the sentiments of many Black, Latino, Asian and Arab voters,” and 
reflected even in use of language, such as the term Latinx to describe Latinos in a way that’s gender-
neutral, which “only served to puzzle many Hispanics.” 

  In a different context, the categorization of People of Color as a political identity monolith sparked 
tensions in the context of the social justice uprising in 2020, which peaked with the killing of George 
Floyd in May of that year. In this case, the exceptionalism of the Black experience in the U.S. brought 
into question the morality and accuracy of 'lumping in' different circumstances of different ethnic 
groups in America under the same banner, an internal debate accelerated by the discourse ushered 
in by the New York Times' 1619 Project. See here for Reut paper on The 1619 Project and the Jewish 
angle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/opinion/liberal-media-censoring.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.latinousa.org/2020/11/13/mythlatinovote/?fbclid=IwAR0rJgqk5DA33tjBrPL9V3y4Uuldkp8Trkkq8csELSy6iB3k9A5RxTmVOtg
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/20/opinion/immigrants-vote-election-politics.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/us/liberals-race.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR1L2SSevoxmaqY-S5pyXHNU8ZE8eAvQ_6WG4fhppBocNqsYFdgwogr5t6A
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/opinion/liberal-media-censoring.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.axios.com/cuellar-progressive-policy-south-texas-trump-biden-c3c1bab4-cbbf-422f-b4b9-524d98889a8b.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/us/liberals-race.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR1L2SSevoxmaqY-S5pyXHNU8ZE8eAvQ_6WG4fhppBocNqsYFdgwogr5t6A
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/11/racism-isnt-everyones-priority/617108/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/16/us/liberals-race.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR1L2SSevoxmaqY-S5pyXHNU8ZE8eAvQ_6WG4fhppBocNqsYFdgwogr5t6A
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/11/21/culture-wars-latinos-trump-438932?fbclid=IwAR08pvXq3meq0A5be1sWLce00YR0zEPXW2e_aztmgkiLMxW-dBCQSBnvn7A
https://www.reutgroup.org/Publications/THE-1619-PROJECT-%26-THE-JEWISH-ANGLE
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of skin color-based constructs as a dominant social categorization filter creates 
space to challenge pervasive assumptions about Jewish privilege, and to define the 
Jewish experience in the context of progressive values. 

3. In addition, tension is growing between moderate and progressive Democrats 
regarding the extent to which messages reflecting radical policy change harmed or 
help the Party. The 2020 election results also brought to the fore a simmering tension between 
incremental approaches to achieving social change based on reforming existing institutions, 
versus radical approaches that assume the illegitimacy of existing institutions.  In election post-
mortems, prominent moderates have attributed weak Democratic performance to radical 
progressive messages that call for fundamental dismantlement of existing systems, such as defund 
the police  (see here and  here, for example). Most recently, President Obama’s reference to 
‘defund the police’ as an alienating slogan ushered in a wave of progressive criticism (including 
from ‘the Squad,’ see for example here, here, and here).  

Radical change models present challenges for Jewish and pro-Israel communities 
whose stake in the status quo is rooted in the relative security and prosperity that 
Jewish and pro-Israel communities have achieved. Moreover, in radical environments, 
when mistrust of institutions abounds and threatens to turn into demonization, Jews – given 
dominant associations of Jewish power – are vulnerable to being framed as obstacles to 
social justice. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/democratic-party-future-liberals/2020/11/29/3da05bfe-2ba5-11eb-92b7-6ef17b3fe3b4_story.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/28/us/politics/democrats-republicans-state-legislatures.html?referringSource=articleShare
https://www.axios.com/obama-slogan-defund-police-snapchat-interview-b8cddece-d76b-4243-948f-5dfccb2a3ec1.html?fbclid=IwAR2VxfOAHMVx-yLNAqoWcWPveeYlzBM4P2l4NrnfQg7t_iBN6YLkuQaBAQY
https://www.newsandguts.com/video/barack-obama-to-democrats-promoting-young-people-is-really-important/?fbclid=IwAR33n77KvfbHKJjXlBQav5w3LcmsdKQTdbAQWZWgJ5n_76Ax8hgqQZ1dEqQ
https://twitter.com/jamaalbowmanny/status/1334176436320673792
https://twitter.com/coribush/status/1333955011475365888
https://twitter.com/ilhanmn/status/1333946901868195840
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